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1 Introduction
The 21st century witnessed the rapid digital transformation of the political, socioeco-

nomic landscape made possible by the internet. Digital technology was advancing at a
pace no one had expected, engendered waves of transformation across multiple industries.
As the burning flame of industrial innovation slowly died out, the imminent information
revolution was on the horizon, waiting to be set ablaze.

The first decade was remembered as the rise of the first tech companies: Google,
Apple and Microsoft all experienced unprecedented growth during the period. These
accomplishments were celebrated globally, mostly in the US, as new consumer products
and digital services bring many conveniences and life improvements. Little do we know
that during the same period, a group of individuals had invented an exploitative totalitarian
form of capitalism, an unprecedented event of the digital transformation. Years later did the
world start to realize the nature of these big tech companies and the practices they employed.
Many research papers were published to address antitrust laws and monopolistic practices
of these companies but little addressed the fundamental economic systems that comprise
all their operations. Zuboff was first to realize and coined the term “surveillance capitalism"
to characterize this rogue economic system. This essay aims to provide an overview of the
foundation of surveillance capitalism, its components, operations, consequences, and a
simple path for exploration of the topic.

2 Outline
Surveillance capitalism as a general economical concept was introduced in “A digital

declaration” by Shoshana Zuboff in 2014. The paper marks the first publication on this
mutation of capitalism and sparks many discussions on many technical practices of Big
Tech companies such as Google, Facebook, and Microsoft. Subsequent scholarly articles
further built upon the definition that had already been laid out in her original paper. In
2019, a major work on surveillance capitalism was published: “The Age of Surveillance
Capitalism: The Fight for a Human Future at the New Frontier of Power” [1], in which, she
summarized:

"Surveillance capitalism is best described as a coup from above, not an over-
throw of the state but rather an overthrow of the people’s sovereignty and a
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prominent force in the perilous drift towards democratic deconsolidation that
now threatens Western liberal democracies.”[1]

These ominous consequences of surveillance capitalism call for a coherent ethical frame-
work in an attempt to encapsulate all of its complications. In this essay, I suggest one such
framework, albeit simplified, which consists of three distinct but interconnected operations
that constitute the primary behaviors observed in surveillance capitalism:

1. The mining of “behavioral surplus” from user activities and experiences. (extraction)

2. The feeding of behavioral data into advanced analytical processes (“machine intelli-
gence”) to produce “prediction products” (manufacture)

3. The exchange of prediction products on “behavioral futures markets” (commercial-
ization)

Concrete examples will be shown in subsequent sections, where the three primary
operations of surveillance capitalism are laid out and explored in detail. However, it is
necessary that some fundamental theoretical concepts are clearly understood beforehand.

3 Extraction and Manufacture
3.1 Machine Intelligence

First, to understand the extraction and manufacturing process of surveillance capital-
ism, it is necessary that a frequently used term is clearly understood beforehand: machine
intelligence. The term is used frequently in Zuboff’s “Age of surveillance capitalism” as a
means to bypass the technicality of analytical practices [1]. In summary, machine intelli-
gence is a generalization of different specialized computational tools that are used for data
analysis and manufacture of data-based products. It is used frequently as an umbrella
phrase that covers complex computational methods employed by surveillance capitalists
such as artificial intelligence, predictive analytics, and machine learning, allowing for easy
reference in other areas of science. Its role is to help concentrate our attention on the more
important issues of surveillance capitalism, decentering our focus from the technology it
employs to its objectives instead.

3.2 The Behavioral Value Reinvestment Cycle
A fundamental component of surveillance capitalism is the loop of behavioral data

collection, analysis, services improvements and increased user activities - the behavioral
value reinvestment cycle. It came to existence during the early invention of surveillance
capitalism at Google, when engineers began to apply machine intelligence to massive
collections of user’s past queries. The outputs of these analyses were then translated to
improvements of the user experiences: better detection of typos, better accuracy and more
relevance query results/suggestions. In other words, the value created was reinvested
directly into improving the user experience, hence the name. These enhancements in turn
attract more users onto the platform, producing even more behavioral data for analysis.
This self-improving mechanism is so effective that only 1 year since Google’s establishment,
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more than seven million user requests were conducted on its search engine each day. Note
that user data was provided at no cost but so are the enhancements of the platform’s
services for users.

Before moving on, there are some misconceptions that need to be pointed out. Since
there is no economic exchange, no price and no profit, it is inaccurate to think of Google’s
users as the customers. There are also no wages involved or the provision of the means of
production: users are not paid for the data they produced nor do they operate the process
of web crawling or its enhancements. Consequently, it is also wrong to think of them as
workers of the cycle. Finally, there is also a common rhetoric that the user is the “product”
of the system. However, this is also misleading as many aspects of being the “product” are
missing and such expressions further confuse the issue rather than clarifying it.

The cycle was once all there is to the operations of Google - the first practitioner of
surveillance capitalism. While being different to previous customer-manufacture relation-
ships by embodying a new mechanism for improving products and enlarging user base,
the behavioral reinvestment cycle is not yet capitalism, at least in its current stage.

During the early days of Google, there was the major issue of converting the service
usages to revenues: charging the user for their searches seemed financially risky and coun-
terproductive; monetizing the searches seemed to be a dangerous precedent as much of
Google’s indexed information is taken without payment from the contents’ hosts. The cycle,
while possessing the capacity of producing advanced technologies, is financially unsus-
tainable and failed as a functional business model. For Google, providing advertisement
service was the only viable solution.

The decision of incorporating advertisements on the company website faced much op-
position at the start, mostly from the company’s engineers and analysts. Many engineers
of Google’s AdWords team displayed antipathy toward ads, fearing uncontrolled bias to-
wards advertisers could steer the company away from user’s need and degrading searches’
integrity [2]. However, financial pressure from the fallout of the “dotcom bubble” and
intense market competition in the early 2000s eventually surmounted ethical ideals. To
make more money, it was proposed that advertisements should be automatically targeted
to specific consumers, simplifying the whole process of picking which keywords inciting
which ads for advertisers wanting to use Google online advertising platform. Finding
the solution to this problem eventually led to Google’s discovery of the centerpiece of
surveillance capitalism: the behavioral surplus.

3.3 Behavioral Surplus
The behavior surplus can be described as by-products formed from user digital activ-

ities, usually existing in the form of behavioral patterns in collection of user data, readily
extracted and transformed into prediction products. It is a component of the behavioral
value reinvestment cycle, the “data exhaust” produced during user digital activities and
their analysis [3] . For example, the innocent act of searching the web for a keyword
on Google produces a wake of collateral data such as search counts, phrasing, tonations,
click patterns, dwell times and geographic locations. These excess behavioral data were
once thought to be “exhaust material” and devoid of meaningful values, thus, were either
cached in massive data stores as backups or discarded entirely. For instance, Google stores
user queries results for archiving purposes in its early days of operation without much
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knowledge of its hidden predictive values.

Later analysis of such seemingly unrelated accidental data in massive quantities or
“data mining” reveals behavioral patterns representing sensitive aspects of human behav-
iors such as emotions, moods, intentions and needs. Such insights give Google a powerful
competitive advantage over its competitors in the ads services provider market. For exam-
ple, a rival search startup Overture had developed an online auction system to address the
scaling problem of online targeted advertisement. Compelled, Google also developed a
similar auction system but added a transformational functionality: probabilistic modeling
of user’s clicks on ads. The model produced a numeric representation that can be used
to compare the effectiveness of advertiser’s ads on a particular user, not only maximizing
specificity and accuracy but also the number of advertisers Google’s can handle at any
given time by minimizing. Eventually, Google succeeded and held the monopoly over web
searching, eliminating many companies in the same service space during the process. [4]

The discovery of behavioral surplus and its capability of behavioral prediction marked
the shift of priorities for Google’s investment strategy. Under the hood, the behavioral
reinvestment cycle was rapidly subordinated by a much more complex system of operations
unbeknown to users. While some of the data relevant to the improvement of user services
will still be reinvested for the benefit of the consumer, the focus was now placed on
the maximization of extracted behavioral data and development of machine intelligence
and operations that derive values from these data. The purpose of improving services
slowly descended to keeping users engaged and the platform reliable for the intention
of extraction. For Google, it is keeping users reliant on Google for online browsing and
analyzing their queries for better targeted ads. Note that targeted advertisement is just one
of the derivatives of prediction products made possible by surveillance capitalism and not
the only source of values for surveillance capitalists.

The discovery had also induced another change in corporate mindset at Google: the
company is now compelled to actively hunt for sources of behavioral surplus and better
tools of extraction rather than waiting for accidental patterns emerging from user activities.
This was characterized by Zuboff as the extraction imperative, in contrast to the produc-
tion imperative of industrial capitalism. An example is Google’s “senseless” $1.65 billion
acquisition of Youtube at a time this video-sharing startup was ridden with copyright
infringement lawsuits and a year of profitless operation. Another example is Facebook’s
“reckless” purchase of overvalued unprofitable startups such as the virtual reality company
Oculus ($2 billion) and the messaging platform WhatApps ($19 billion). Only years later
was it known that these seemingly ludicrous business decisions were deliberately aimed at
acquiring potential sources of behavioral surplus that evidently, had brought tremendous
amounts of capital for these first movers of surveillance capitalism.

3.4 The Moat
In the discussion of “The moat around the castle” [1] Zuboff laid out three main paths of

exploration that go into detail how socio-political circumstances and deliberate practices of
surveillance capitalism obfuscate its employers’ practices and legitimizing their exploita-
tive operations. These includes: (1) the pursuit and defense of corporate freedom and
operational rights in unregulated space; (2) the sudden federal interests in the capabilities
of behavioral surplus analytics after 9/11; and (3) the construction of fortifications in politic
and academia to protect and deflect scrutiny of its practices.
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3.4.1 Right to Unregulated Space

The founders at Google had instituted a corporate structure that allowed the two op-
posites to coexist: total controls over the market sphere and the pursuit of freedom in the
public sphere. Such freedom was made possible by the unregulated nature of cyberspace,
mostly due to its novelty as an area of business activities and economic operations. The
cyberspace was characterized by Eric Schmidt and Jared Cohen in the book “The New Dig-
ital Age”, as the world’s “largest ungovern space” and truly unbound by “terrestrial laws”
and jurisdictions [5]. The lack of political institutions is what made cyberspace attractive
to surveillance capitalists: a frictionless space where behavioral surplus extraction and
manufacturing operations are done smoothly and efficiently without any socio-political
hindrances. Such policy gaps were a direct transformation of the speed gaps between
democratic institutions and bigtech corporations. As admitted by Schmidt in his elabora-
tion of the 2011 senate testimony, the same antidemocratic measure of leveraging speed
“also work for Google” and described as:

“This is an Andy Grove (Intel former CEO) formula.... “High tech runs three-
times faster than normal businesses. And the government runs three-times
slower than normal businesses. So we have a nine-times gap.... And so what
you want to do is you want to make sure that the government does not get in
the way and slow things down”

3.4.2 A Historical Circumstance

The 9/11 terror attacks had caused significant mentality changes among government
officials and the general sentiments toward public surveillance. The historical circumstance
has united the causes of public intelligence agencies and the early surveillance capitalist
Google, producing a unique historical deformity: surveillance exceptionalism.

The terror attacks had shifted the perception of the federal government on the prac-
tices of online surveillance: from being operations in violation of user privacy to mission
necessities critical to the safety of the public. Both institutions coveted certainty of user
behaviors and were motivated to fulfill that craving in their respective domains at any
cost. The circumstances lent surveillance capitalism a shelter from scrutiny by slowly le-
gitimizing its operations in the political sphere. Intelligence agencies were now motivated
to replicate Google’s means of extraction and manufacture, spreading surveillance cap-
italism’s ideologies to other sectors of power in society. For example, in 2006, General
Keith Alexander outlined his vision for a search tool called ICREACH that, quoted: “allow
unprecedented volumes of metadata to be shared and analyzed across the many agencies
in the Intelligence Community”[6]. In 2007 two NSA analysts wrote an internal training
manual on how to find information on the internet [7]. Such craving slowly translated to
reliance, as the government grew dependent on Silicon Valley to defend security threats
looming in cyberspace, deepening the relationship between governments and surveillance
capitalists.

3.4.3 Fortification

The fortification strategies employed by surveillance capitalists, to my knowledge, con-
sist of four main demonstrative operations: providing competitive advantage in electoral
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politics, personnel migration to and from government sectors, aggressive lobbying and
manipulating public perception by influencing cultural conversation and academic publi-
cations. For example, the 2008 Obama presidential campaign had Eric Schmidt - the sitting
CEO of Google - as one of the main directors, in charge of implementing state-of-the-art
data strategies that have the potential to shadow traditional political campaigning with the
science of behavioral prediction [8]. Personnel migration can be seen frequently through
the years of operation at Google: the Google Transparency Project found that by April 2016,
61 individuals had migrated from the Google Sphere (company employees plus affiliates
and law/lobbying firms) to the government and over 197 government officials had moved
back [9]. Lobbying is a common practice for Google: in 2014, more than $17 million was
spent on lobbying outlay and in 2018, that number rose to more than $18 million [9]. To
obfuscate its practices, Google exercises information manipulation by means of financial
pressure to influence academic research and steering public opinion. Since 2009, it has
been reported that Google had deliberately sought out and funded university professors
for policy papers in agreement with Google’s positions. [10]

3.5 A Human Invention
It is important to emphasize that surveillance capitalism is an intentional creation, an

invention made at a specific time and at a specific place by a group of individuals. It
is not an inevitable result of the digital transformation, nor an expression of information
capitalism. It was deliberately constructed to solve a business problem at a particular
moment in history. If there was no recession nor the dotcom crash, or the people in charge
making the decision that they had made, the fire might not have started and surveillance
capitalism might have not come to existence.

Many elements of online surveillance predated the creation of surveillance. For exam-
ple, “cookies” or small pieces of data stored on the user’s computer by the web browser
that allow websites to remember user information and activities, had already been intro-
duced in 1994 by Netscape [11]. Other similar online browsing trackers and surveillance
tools such as “web beacon” or “web bugs” were well-known among experts during the
late 1990s [12]. However, it was Google that integrated a wide range of online surveillance
mechanisms, from cookies to predictive analytics that allow for the institution of a new
logic of accumulation by means of data extraction and analysis, establishing a new market
for commercialized prediction products where customers are businesses, not consumers.

4 Commercialization
4.1 Prediction Product

Surveillance capitalism is a derivative of capitalism and thus the exchange of products
among its actors is one of its fundamental activities. Differ from popular industrial capital-
ism where commodities are manufactured goods traded on the open market, surveillance
capitalism goods are prediction products that forecast future behaviors of users. These
include, but not limited to: thoughts, actions, emotions, moods, desires, physical needs,
psychological needs, short-term intentions and possibly long-term intentions, given suf-
ficiently powerful behavioral data. It is the nature of prediction products that explains
why Google constantly distant themselves from the notion of selling personal data. Google
does not sell the raw materials, they sell the predictions. The claim of privacy purity is
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just a superficial excuse that conceal the backstage operations of surveillance capitalism it
employs.

Prediction products reduce uncertainty in their customers’ operations, advising them
where and when to allocate resources. The quality of prediction products is a direct
translation of its accuracy: how good are their approximations of reality. The more precise
the prediction, the lower the risk and the higher the revenue. For the fledgling company
Google, targeted advertisements are the embodiment of prediction products. However, as
demonstrated by Zuboff, advertising is far from being the end of the commodification of
behavioral data.

4.2 Behavioral Market
Prediction products after being fabricated by machine intelligence from massive collec-

tions of behavioral surplus are then sold on a new kind of market: the behavioral futures
market. The market exchanges exclusively the knowledge of future behaviors of consumers.
Although for most of the history of surveillance capitalism, the dominant players of this
new marketplace are advertisers, there is no reason why such markets are limited to this
particular group.

The scope of behavioral futures markets has expanded throughout the advance of
surveillance capitalism in modern society, both in terms of potential customers and the
variety of traded products: once confined to the online targeted advertisement services,
products of surveillance capitalists now may comprise of offline predictions of users lo-
cations, emotions and actions, automated tools that generated those predictions, and ulti-
mately, behavioral modification tools that align user behavior to the business’s means of
profit-making. While surveillance capitalism is based on classical capitalism and shares
many common dynamics in its commercialization, there are necessary distinctions between
the two that are worth highlighting.

The classical producer-consumer relationship of capitalism is starkly different from
this freshly formed variance of it. On one hand, classical capitalism allows for constructive
relations between the manufacturers and the consumers, in which the former creates supply
and the latter induces demand. Manufacturers base their course of actions on the state
of the consumer market, adjusting product price, quality and capacity of their factories
accordingly while for most consumers, purchase decisions are based on the final price tags,
affected primarily by the original prices set by manufacturers.

In contrast, surveillance capitalism relationships with consumers - the users of the ser-
vices - are exploitative rather than constructive. The consumers of digital services have little
to no influence on the operations of these services. More and more of our online activities
are accompanied by machine intelligence beyond our understanding. In fact, they have
become behavioral modification tools that are purposely designed to herd consumers like
sheep to areas of data extraction. For example, Youtube video recommendation algorithms
are programmed to maximize user on-site time rather than satisfying user needs [13]. An-
other example is the clips sharing platform TikTok with its personalized machine learning
contents that keep young users hooked for hours [14]. Essentially, surveillance capitalists
are trying to automate consumers’ behaviors, stripping their decision rights. Consumers on
the other hand, have little to no power over their operations. The transformative effects on
uncontrolled advancement of surveillance capitalism will be discussed in detail in section
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5.

This void of power over our own digital experience is what made the behavioral value
reinvestment loop to run smoothly and the manufacture of prediction products run effi-
ciently. Opposite to information capitalism, the services provided by surveillance capitalists
are nothing but hooks that lure users into convenient areas of extraction. We are far from
being the end consumer of surveillance capitalism, in reality, we are on the opposite ends:
the raw materials, objects of an inescapable system of continuous extraction.

5 Instrumentarian Power
Competition in any capitalistic economic system drives the innovation of the means of

production. However, in future rendition of surveillance capitalism, innovations may not
be required to equal more efficient manufacturing tools and extraction. Zuboff suspected
that future surveillance capitalists could discover that the best way to maximize their
competitive advantages is to automate our behaviors directly. Rather than produce more
accurate algorithms and better tools of extractions, they may modify user behaviors and
align them according to their customers’ needs instead, maximizing the effectiveness of
their no longer prediction product but behavioral modifications. As portrayed in her
words:

“ With this reorientation from knowledge to power, it is no longer enough to
automate information flows about us; the goal now is to automate us.“[1]

This realization among future surveillance capitalists might mark the birth of a new
species of power: instrumentarianism. The means of manufacture in surveillance capital-
ism is now replaced by means of behavioral modification. Players of the system are now
stuck in a continuous loop of intensification of the mean behavioral controls, enjoying the
gathering might of instrumentarian power that these means endowed.

Moreover, the means of behavioral modification may not be limited to the digital world.
Competitive dynamics might nudge the expansion of behavioral futures markets beyond
the digital sphere and into the physical world. The same foundational mechanism used to
lure and guide your online activities and decisions such as liking posts, picking a product
in an online webstore and watching a particular Youtube video, can be repurposed to
physically modifying your behavior in the real world. For example Pokemon Go was
Google’s first publicly known experiment of physical behavioral modification in the real
world [1]. The viral phenomenon attracts millions of users across the globe and becomes a
tremendous financial success for Niantic Lab - surprising to most, is an internal startup at
Google - but most importantly for Google, it is a proof that such expansion of surveillance
capitalism into the market of real-world behavioral modification is possible.

6 Conclusion
In the essay, I proposed a framework for exploration of surveillance capitalism and its

relevant discussions. Starting from the fundamental operations of extraction and manufac-
ture, we explored the concept of behavioral surplus and the cycle that generates them: the
behavioral reinvestment cycle. Then, we witnessed how the inventor and first partitioner
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of surveillance capitalism: Google, came up with the solution to the financial problem
they faced and the eventual logical steps that they took to reach the invention of surveil-
lance capitalism. We also explored how different aspects of surveillance capitalists are
protected and obfuscated and its nature as a man made creation. Finally we moved on
to the discussion of the commercial aspect of surveillance capitalism: prediction products
and its market for exchange and consumption. We end our essay with a small discussion
of the advancement of surveillance capitalism and its elevation from prediction products
to behavioral modification as the primary means of production.
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